Saint George is the patron saint of England – and we celebrate Saint George’s Day every year on 23 April. Although Saint George is associated with England, bravery and honour, the real Saint George wasn’t English at all! He was, in fact, born in Turkey in the 3rd Century, but not very much is known about him.

The most famous legend of Saint George is of him slaying a dragon. However, this story only became popular in the 12th Century – long after Saint George had died. In the Middle Ages, it was common to use dragons in stories to represent the Devil. There are many different versions of the story but the most common is the following.

Saint George travelled to Libya. When he arrived there he found it had a large pond, almost as big as a lake, where a ferocious dragon lived. The dragon was terrorising the country and, every day, the people had been feeding the dragon a sheep to appease it.

When the sheep had all gone, the dragon had demanded that the people sacrifice a young maiden to him each day. Saint George found that all the young girls had now been killed and only the King of Egypt’s daughter was left. Unless a knight could be found to slay the dragon, the princess would be sacrificed the next day. The King of Egypt had promised his daughter’s hand in marriage to the knight who could overcome the terrible dragon.

Saint George was determined to save the princess, and the next day he rode out to the lake. When he arrived, he found the princess there, waiting to be fed to the dragon. Saint George sent her home to the palace and approached the dragon’s cave.

When the dragon heard Saint George’s horse approaching, he came out of his cave and roared at him. The dragon was huge and its roar sounded like thunder, but Saint George was not afraid. He struck the monster with his spear, but the dragon’s scales were so hard that the spear simply broke into pieces.

Saint George fell from his horse but did not give up. Instead, he rushed at the dragon and used his sword to slay it under its wing where there were no scales. The dragon fell dead at Saint George’s feet.
DRAGON

Only if you’re very brave
Should you go near the gloomy cave
For inside lurks a creature grim
I know that you’ll be scared of him!

Scaly skin in crusty green
The longest tail you’ve ever seen
Gruesome claws that slice and cut
And blazing eyes that never shut.

Forked tongue flickers in and out
And teeth so sharp, I do not doubt
He’d eat you up in one quick bite
So forceful is his strength and might.

Don’t creep too close or you will hear
His dreadful roar like thunder near
Can’t you tell and don’t you know?
Where dragons dwell you should not go!

By Caroline Petherbridge
Write your own dragon poem

Scaly
Fiery
Flying
Huge
Fearsome
Ancient
Monstrous
Breathing
Smoke
Wings
Talons
Rough
Terrifying
Dragon word search

How many of the hidden dragon words can you find? Tick them off when you have found them. Remember, the words can be in any direction!

dragon scales fire smoke cave
magical jaws claws knight

A F D R A G O N D U S S R W
C P O E N L I V P H E T I E
M Q K N I G H T N K A L S B
I U P J Y I M E A I A D A H
H T V S P D E I A F I R E K
S L S M H L V O L M O T T S
W D L O K S S D U Y V P Z C
A E T K S A J E U J I S Y A
L P Y E Z P T U A A Q O J L
C I O N A I N E Y W U V A E
M A H M H A U V U S S H U S
S C A V E P Q U D I T P E M
T N D Y E T U K S M Z U N T
O A L P S L J M I G A L